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Top 21 Gardener Interview Questions
1) Have you ever worked as a gardener?
2) Share any memorable moment as a gardener.
3) Why did you choose gardening as a career?
4) What are the challenges that you expect as a gardener?
5) Do you know anything about our company? Why did you apply
here?
6) What do you think a typical day of a head gardener is like in this
company?
7) Can you suggest some synthetic or natural controls for earwigs?
8) How will you grow strelitzias indoors?
9) Can you suggest any plant that gives lot of oxygen but doesn’t
need much sunlight?
10) Do you anything about vegetable known as pregnant onion?
11) I once saw a plant named tweedia in a magazine. It was very
beautiful but it is hard to get your hands on it. Do you know
anything about it?
12) What are some common problems with English roses?
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13) Do you know anything about Good red English rose?
14) Can you mention some of the difficulties faced to grow organic
plants?
15) What are some of the tools used in gardening which you have
experience with?
16) Did you ever try or suggested any change in irrigation system at
your current workplace?
17) Even after giving more than enough water the limbs of my
Japanese maple started wilting last summer. Do you know how to
save the tree?
18) If I want to cut down clematis, what is the best time to do it?
19) If you are hired as a head gardener, will you be able to
coordinate with other junior gardeners?
20) What will you prefer organic or non- organic plantation?
21) Are you satisfied with what we are offering you as a salary?
Source and more details: https://prepmycareer.com/gardenerinterview-questions-answers/
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